Low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes are one of the most powerful error correcting codes and are attracting much attention these days. LDPC codes are promising for communications and broadcasting as well where the use of error correcting codes are essential. LDPC codes have been standardized in some communication standards, such as, IEEE802.16e, DVB-S2, IEEE802.3an (10BASE-T), and so on. The performance of LDPC codes largely depend on their code structure and decoding algorithm. In this paper, we present the basics of LDPC codes and their decoding algorithms. We also present some LDPC codes that have good performance and are receiving much attention particularly in communication systems. We also overview some standardized LDPC codes, the LDPC codes standardized in DVB-S2 and the IEEE802.16e standard LDPC codes. Moreover, we present some research on LDPC coded MIMO systems and HARQ using LDPC codes.
Introduction
Communication and broadcasting systems, particularly wireless systems, often incur channel impairments. Thus, the use of error correcting codes is essential. Among error correcting codes, low density parity check (LDPC) codes, proposed by Gallager [1] in the 1960's, and later rediscovered by MacKay and Neal [2] , [3] , appear as a class of codes that can yield very good performance. An LDPC code is a linear block code defined by a sparse parity-check matrix H that contains mostly zeros and only a small number of ones, that is, it has a low-density of ones. The excellent performance of LDPC codes can be obtained by being used with belief propagation (BP) algorithm that updates likelihood of each bit with help of other bits as extrinsic information. In general the more the extrinsic information is obtained, the better the performance becomes. The performance of LDPC codes largely depends on their code structure and decoding algorithm. Also there are some constraints on error correcting codes and their decoding, such as complexity, latency, memory, size, rate compatibility, and so on, particularly in communication systems. Therefore, various code construction methods of LDPC codes and their decoding algorithms have been proposed.
It is shown in [4] that appropriately designed LDPC codes have better performance than Turbo codes adopted in the 3rd generation (3G) mobile communication systems. Owing to their excellent performance, LDPC codes are Manuscript received November 2, 2006 . † The author is with the Faculty of Science and Technology, Keio University, Yokohama-shi, 223-8522 Japan.
a) E-mail: ohtsuki@ics.keio.ac.jp DOI: 10.1093/ietcom/e90-b. 3 .440 adopted in several communication and broadcasting standards, such as the IEEE802.16e, DVB-S2, IEEE802.3an (10BASE-T), and so on. The LDPC codes in these standards are designed under the above constraints. In addition to the above standards, LDPC codes are expected to be applied to various communication systems, such as multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems. MIMO systems are attracting tremendous attention, because they can yield a significant increase of capacity by exploiting multipath propagation compared to single-input single-output (SISO) systems [5] - [7] . Most practical MIMO systems employ error correcting codes and exploit coding gain as well as diversity gain, which results in a large capacity gain. In LDPC coded MIMO systems detection and decoding cooperate to update log likelihood ratios (LLRs) between them. Owing to the nature of the BP decoding algorithm, LDPC code is a good choice to exploit diversity gain in both spatial and time domains.
In addition to forward error correction (FEC), automatic repeat request (ARQ) is an effective technique for error control. In particular when the feedback channel is available, ARQ is a good choice. The technique combining FEC and ARQ is referred to as Hybrid ARQ (HARQ) and is known to increase the throughput of the system. There are many kinds of codes combined with HARQ. LDPC codes have also been applied to HARQ. For example, in type II HARQ, that is, an incremental redundancy (IR) ARQ scheme, error correcting codes are required to provide good error correction capability over wide range of code rates. Therefore, it is an interesting and important topic how to design LDPC codes for HARQ and also the system itself, considering the nature of LDPC codes.
In this paper, we present the basics of LDPC codes and their decoding algorithms. We also present some LDPC codes that have good performance and are receiving much attention particularly in communication systems because of their characteristics. We also explain some standardized LDPC codes, the LDPC codes standardized in DVB-S2 and the IEEE802.16e standard LDPC codes. Moreover, we present some research on LDPC coded MIMO systems and HARQ using LDPC codes.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the basics of LDPC codes. Section 3 presents some iterative decoding algorithms, BP algorithm and its variants. Section 4 explains some LDPC codes receiving much attention particularly in communication systems in terms of both performance and complexity. Sections 5 and 6 present Copyright c 2007 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers the LDPC codes standardized in DVB-S2 and the IEEE 802.16e. Sections 7 and 8 present some important researches on LDPC coded MIMO systems and HARQ using LDPC codes. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Sect. 9.
LDPC Codes
In this paper, we shall consider only binary LDPC codes just for simplicity, although LDPC codes can be generalized to non-binary alphabets [8] , [9] . An LDPC code is a linear block code defined by a sparse parity-check matrix H that contains mostly zeros and only a small number of ones, that is, it has a low-density of ones. We assume H is full rank, unless specified. If the parity-check matrix H has N columns and M rows, the codewords consist of sequences x of N bits that satisfy a set of M parity checks defined by the parity-check equation Hx T = 0. The number of message bits is K = N − M, and the rate of the code is R = K/N. The parity-check matrix H is so named because it performs M = N − K separate parity checks on a received codeword. LDPC codes can be classified broadly into two types, regular and irregular LDPC codes. Regular LDPC codes are those for which the parity-check matrix has a uniform column weight w c as well as a uniform row weight w r , where the column (row) weight refers to the number of "1s" in a column (row). In regular LDPC codes, the following relationships hold: w r = w c N/M, w c M, and R = K/N = 1 − w c /w r . In irregular LDPC codes the number of "1s" in each column or row is not constant. An (N, K) LDPC code has the block length N and the information length K. A parity-check matrix H of a (12, 6) regular LDPC code with the column weight w c = 3 and the row weight w r = w c N/M = 6 is shown below. 
An LDPC code can be represented by a Tanner Graph [10] . The Tanner Graph corresponding to an (N, K) LDPC code consists of N bit nodes, M = N − K check nodes, and a certain number of edges. Each bit node represents a bit of the codeword. Each check node represents a parity check of the code. An edge exists between a bit node and a check node if and only if there is a "1" in the corresponding entry in the parity-check matrix. The Tanner graph thus represents the constraint on codewords, that is, the code itself. The Tanner graph corresponding to the parity-check matrix in Eq. (1) is shown in Fig. 1 . In this Tanner graph each bit node has three edge connections and each check node has six edge connections, which accordance with the fact that w c = 3 and w r = 6.
In irregular LDPC codes bit nodes and check nodes are usually specified by degree distribution polynomials, denoted by λ(x) and ρ(x), respectively. 
where λ d and ρ d denote the fractions of all edges connected to degree-d bit nodes and degree-d check nodes, respectively, and d v and d c denote the maximum bit node and check node degree, respectively. For instance, the degree distribution polynomials for the regular LDPC code given by Eq. (1) are λ(x) = x 2 and ρ(x) = x 5 . In a Tanner graph a cycle or sometimes referred to as a loop of length ν is a path comprising ν edges that loops back to itself. The minimum length of the cycle is referred to as the girth. The girth of the Tanner graph in Fig. 2 is six. A minimum value of girth of a bipartite graph like a Tanner graph is clearly four. In a parity-check matrix H having a length-4 cycle four 1's lie on the corners of a submatrix of H as shown in Fig. 3 . Superior performance of LDPC codes can be generally obtained by combining with BP decoding algorithm explained later where likelihood of each bit is propagated along edges and used as extrinsic information for other bits. In general the more the extrinsic information is obtained, the better the performance becomes. Thus, the performance of LDPC codes generally depend on the cy-cle and the girth largely. A small value of girth means that the information of the bit loops back to itself soon and only a small amount of extrinsic information can be exploited. Thus, the likelihood of the bit cannot be improved a lot. Therefore, a girth can be a design parameter of LDPC codes and a lot of papers try to construct LDPC codes with a large girth [11] - [17] . We have to note that with a cycle-free Tanner graph, the BP algorithm terminates in a finite number of steps and yields optimal decoding in terms of symbol error probability [18] , [19] . However, cycle-free Tanner graphs have poor bit error rate (BER) performance owing to their small minimum distance: their minimum distance is two at code rates R > 1/2 [20] . The reason why the code performance is affected by short cycles is given in [11] .
Iterative Decoding Algorithms
In this section, we assume BPSK modulation that maps a codeword c = (c 1 , c 2 , · · · , c N ), with c n = 0, 1, into a transmitted sequence x = (x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x N ), according to x n = 2c n − 1, for n = 1, 2, · · · , N.
The objective of decoding algorithms is computing the a posteriori probability (APP) that a given bit in the transmitted codeword c equals 1 (or 0), given that the received codeword y = (y 1 , y 2 , · · · , y N ) : Pr(c i = 1|x). For LDPC codes, the BP decoding algorithm, sometimes referred to as the sum-product algorithm (SPA) or the message passing algorithm based on its applications, is used to calculate the APP Pr(c i = 1|x) or APP ratio (likelihood ratio: LR) or log of LR (LLR).
The BP algorithm calculates them iteratively based on the code's Tanner graph. At each iteration of BP decoding, each check node receives messages from all the bit nodes connected to it, and after processing, it sends messages back to these bit nodes. Note that in this process, the information other than it already has is sent back; only extrinsic information is passed. Then a similar procedure is applied to each bit node. We assume all the messages passing between bit and check nodes are in the form of LLR's. Note that they can be in the form of probability or likelihood ratio. However, they include a lot of multiplications of probabilities, which results in high cost and numerically unstable calculation. Thus, LLR is usually preferred. Moreover, we define the following notations associated with a given iteration:
• F n : The LLR of the bit n derived from the received value y n . In an additive white Gaussian nose (AWGN) channel with zero mean and power spectral density N 0 /2 W/Hz, we initially set F n = 4 N 0 y n . • L i mn : The LLR of the bit n sent from the check node m to the bit node n in the ith iteration. It is obtained from the information z i−1 mn : n ∈ {N(m)\n}, where the notation z i−1 mn will be introduced next and N(m)\n is the set of all the bit nodes connected to the check node m with the bit node n excluded.
• z i mn : The LLR of the bit n sent from the bit node n to the check node m in the ith iteration. It is obtained from the a priori information F n and the information {L m n : m ∈ M(n)\m}, where M(n)\m is the set of all the check nodes connected to the bit node n with the check node m excluded. • z i n : The a posteriori LLR of the bit n computed in the ith iteration. It is obtained from the a priori information F n and the information {L m j n : m j ∈ M(n)}.
LLR BP Algorithm
The LLR BP Algorithm [21] can be described as follows.
• Initialization: Set i = 1, maximum number of iterations to I MAX . For each n and m ∈ M(n), set z 0 mn = F n . • Iterative Decoding:
Step 1: Bit Node to Check Node 
Step 2: Check Node to Bit Node For 1 ≤ n ≤ N and each m ∈ M(n), update z i mn by
Also, for each n, update z i n for hard decision by
Step3:
1. If Hx i T = 0, the decoding algorithm halts, andx i is considered as a valid decoding result. 2. Otherwise, the algorithm repeats from Step 1.
3. If the algorithm reaches the maximum number of iterations, the algorithm is terminated.
UMP BP-Based Decoding Algorithm
In LLR BP algorithm the check node calculation is domi-nant in complexity. That is, the calculations of T i mn and L i mn in (4) and (5) require a lot of computations. The uniformly most powerful (UMP) BP-based algorithm is proposed to reduce the complexity of LLR BP algorithm by simplifying the check node calculation [21] , [22] . The UMP BP-based algorithm is described below.
• Initialization: Set i = 1, maximum number of iterations to I MAX . For each n and m ∈ M(n), set z 0 mn = y n . • Iterative Decoding:
For each iteration, process the following three steps.
Step 1: Bit Node to Check Node For each m, n,
For each m,
For each m, n,
where σ i m ⊕ σ i mn represents the modulo-2 sum of the hard decisions of all the bits and σ i m ⊕ σ i mn denote the binary complement of σ i m ⊕ σ i mn .
Step 2: Check Node to Bit Node For each n and m ∈ M(n),
For each n
Step 3: Check Stop Criterion Same as Step 3 of the LLR BP algorithm.
Normalized and Offset BP-Based Algorithms
The UMP BP-based algorithm has worse performance than that of the LLR BP algorithm [21] , [22] . This is because the calculation of L mn is approximated in the UMP BP-based algorithm. The Normalized BP-based algorithm [21] , [22] can improve the performance of the UMP BP-based algorithm by normalizing L mn in the UMP BP-based algorithm with a little bit more computations. For a given pair of m and n, denote L 1 and L 2 as the value L mn computed by the BP and the UMP BP-based algorithms, respectively. It can be shown that the following two facts hold [21] .
With these two facts, the UMP BP-based algorithm can be improved by dividing L 2 by a scaling factor α greater than 1 to get a much better approximation of L 1 . We can determine α by forcing the mean of the normalized magnitude |L 2 |/α to equal the mean of the magnitude |L 1 |, or
Using α, the check node processing is improved as follows.
In the offset BP-based algorithm [23] , the check node processing can be improved by offsetting L mn with the offset value β.
As shown in Eq. (15), the offset BP-based decoding differs from the normalization scheme in that LLR messages smaller in magnitude than β are set to zero to remove their contribution in the next symbol-node-update step.
For the first iteration, the scaling factor α, β on an AWGN channel can either be determined based on Monte Carlo simulations, or obtained theoretically with the formulas derived in [21] . In the normalized BP-based algorithm and the offset BP-based algorithm, scaling factors are not so sensitive to the iteration number and SNR values, though they can be different on an AWGN channel and fading channels. Therefore, one scaling factor can be used for all the iterations and all the SNR values in each decoding algorithm. In [24] normalization factor is derived theoretically on fast Rayleigh fading channel. In [25] LDPC codes are optimized and scaling factors and thresholds are derived by density evolution (DE) [26] , [27] for three BP-based decoding algorithms on fast Rayleigh fading channel: the UMP BP-based algorithm, the normalized BP-based algorithm, and the offset BP-based algorithm.
Since the simulation shows the performance remains very good even if we keep the scaling factor of the first iteration for all the subsequent iterations, we choose not to determine the scaling factor after the first iteration. Therefore, we choose one scaling factor for all the iterations and all the SNR values, so that the normalized an offset BP-based algorithms become independent of the SNR value. Figure 4 shows the BER vs. E b /N 0 for some decoding algorithms on fast fading channels where (8000, 4000) LDPC code is used. "iter" represents the maximum number of iterations. Although the BER of the UMP BP-based decoding algorithm is degraded compared to that of the BP algorithm, the normalized and offset BP-based algorithms reduce the degradation.
Shuffled BP Algorithm
As written above, at the ith iteration in the BP algorithm, first all the values of the check-to-bit messages are updated by using the values of the bit-to-check messages obtained at the (i − 1)th iteration. Then all the values of the bit-to-check messages are updated by using the values of the check-tobit messages newly obtained at the ith iteration. Shuffled BP decoding [28] , [29] exploits the fact that for both the check-to-bit messages and bit-to-check messages, the more independent information is used to update the messages, the more reliable they become. As written previously, the design criteria of LDPC codes exploits the same fact: in general the girth should be enlarged. The shuffled BP algorithm is a bit-based serial decoding. In the shuffled BP algorithm the updating process is different from that in the BP algorithm. Other processes, such as, the initialization, stopping criterion test, and output steps are the same as those in the BP algorithm. Equation (4) on the bit-to-check process is modified as follows.
Note that the standard shuffled BP algorithm is totally serial so that the decoding delay becomes large, though the total number of iterations is reduced and the convergence becomes fast.
To decrease the decoding latency of the shuffled BP algorithm and exploit the parallel implementation of BP algorithm, the group shuffled BP algorithm is also proposed [28] . In the group shuffled BP algorithm the code length is divided into a number of groups. In each group the updating of messages is processed in parallel but the processing of groups remains sequential.
The other implementation of shuffled BP decoding referred to as replica shuffled BP algorithm is proposed in [30] . In the replica shuffled BP algorithm two shuffled BP decoding algorithms are processed simultaneously but in different orders. One updating is processed in ascending order (from bit 1) while the other updating is processed in descending order (from bit N). After each iteration, each subdecoder receives more reliable messages from and sends more reliable messages to another subdecoder. Therefore, the replica shuffled BP algorithm can make decoding convergence faster.
These shuffled BP algorithms make new scheduling on the same graph. Appropriate scheduling leads to fast convergence, low latency, reduced memory requirements, and so on. There are many papers on scheduling for decoding LDPC codes [31] - [33] .
Some Design of LDPC Codes
The performance of LDPC codes largely depends on the code structure, that is, the code construction, as written above. A large number of design techniques are proposed under different design criteria: Near-capacity performance, efficient encoding and decoding, low error floors, reduced memory requirement, and so on. In wireless communications, efficient encoding and decoding is also an important characteristic. In this section we introduce some of the prominent ones.
Gallager Codes
First we briefly review Gallager codes [1] . The parity-check matrix H of an (N, K) Gallager code with column weight w c and row weight w r consists of w c submatrices H i , i = 1, 2, · · · , w c , each containing a single 1 in each column and w r 1's in each row. The first submatrix H 1 contains w r 1's of its ith row in columns (i − 1)w r + 1 to iw r . That is, each row is obtained by cyclic shifting of the immediately preceding row by w r positions to the right. The other submatrices H i are pseudo-randomly permutated versions of the columns of H 1 . The parity-check matrix of a Gallager code is expressed as
Quasi-Cyclic (QC) LDPC Codes
QC-LDPC codes have an advantage of encoding over other types of LDPC codes as well as other QC codes. They can be simply encoded using feedback-shift registers with complexity linearly proportional to the number of parity bits for serial encoding, and to the code length for parallel encoding [34] , [35] . They also have advantages in implementation owing to their cyclic symmetry. QC-LDPC codes are characterized by the parity-check matrix that consists of small square blocks that are a zero matrix or circulants [14] , [16] , [36] . A circulant is a square matrix in which each row is the cyclic shift (right cyclic shift) of the row above it and the first row is the cyclic shift of the last row. Each column of a circulant is the downward cyclic shift of the column on its left and the first column is the cyclic shift of the last column. Thus, a circulant is fully characterized by its first row or column, which is referred to as the generator of the circulant. For QC-LDPC codes, an L × L circulant P over GF (2) is generally made to be full rank and its elements are expressed as
Note that P i is the circulant permutation matrix that shifts the identity matrix I to the right by i times for any integer i, 0 ≤ i ≤ L. Let denote the L × L zero matrix by P ∞ for simple notation. For instance, P 1 = P = is given by
Let H qc be the mL × nL matrix defined by
where α i j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , L − 1, ∞}. The QC-LDPC code C with H qc is quasi-cyclic in the sense that c = (c 0 , c 1 , . . . , c n−1 ) ∈ C implies thatT i c ∈ C for all i, 0 ≤ i ≤ L − 1, wherê
for c l = (c l,0 , c l,1 , . . . , c l,L−1 ) where ⊕ denotes the modulo-L addition. In QC-LDPC codes, if the locations of 1's in the first row of the ith row block H i ≡ [P α i1 · · · P α in ] is given, the locations of other 1's in H i are uniquely determined. Thus, the required memory for storing the parity-check matrix of the QC-LDPC code can be reduced by a factor 1/L, compared to randomly constructed LDPC codes.
The QC-LDPC code may be regular or irregular depending on the choice of α i, j 's of H qc . When H qc does not contain zero submatrix, it is a regular LDPC code with column weight m and row weight n. Otherwise, it is an irregular LDPC code.
Array LDPC Codes
Array LDPC codes are structured LDPC codes based on "array codes" that are two-dimensional codes proposed for detecting and correcting burst errors [36] - [39] . The array code can be seen as a regular QC-LDPC code. The array LDPC code is constructed by submatrices constructed by cyclic shift of the L × L identity matrix. The parity check matrix of the array LDPC code is defined for a prime q and a positive integer j ≤ q by
. . . . . . . . . . . .
Thus, the array LDPC code is a QC-LDPC code with L = q, n = q, and m = j where the column and row weights of the array LDPC code are j and q, respectively. Note that q has to be a prime to achieve good performance. It is shown that for j ≥ 3, the girth of the Tanner graph is 6 [37] , [38] .
For efficient encoding of array LDPC codes, [36] proposed a modified array code with the following parity-check matrix:
where k and j are two integers such that j ≤ k ≤ q where q denotes a prime number. I is a q × q identity matrix, 0 the q × q null matrix, and P a q × q permutation matrix representing a single left-or right-cyclic shift. The modified array LDPC code is an irregular QC-LDPC code with L = q, n = k, m = j whose H has zero submatrix. Owing to the upper triangular form of H, it can be efficiently encoded, that is, linear encoding complexity with codeword length.
As can be seen from the structure of H, there are no cycle of length 4 in the corresponding Tanner graph. Thus, the modified array LDPC codes have very low error floors.
Irregular Repeat Accumulate (IRA) Codes
Irregular repeat accumulate (IRA) codes [40] are a generalization of the repeat accumulate (RA) codes in [41] . IRA codes are shown to have the same performance with reduced encoding complexity as the standard LDPC codes: IRA codes have a linear-time encoding algorithm and can be decoded in linear time using the BP algorithms. There are two versions of the IRA codes, the nonsystematic and the systematic versions. In [42] the systematic versions of IRA codes are referred to as LDPC codes with semi-random parity-check matrix. The Tanner graph for the IRA code is shown in Fig. 5 . The bit nodes are classified into two subclasses, the information bit nodes and the parity bit nodes. The information bits that are repeated i times are represented by the bit nodes with degree i, and thus they participate in i parity-check equations. Each check node is connected to n a information bit nodes and two parity bit nodes. The connections between check nodes and information bit nodes are determined randomly, while those between check nodes and parity bit nodes are arranged in a regular zig-zag pattern so that the encoding can be implemented with simple accumulator. In the following we present an overview of the systematic versions of IRA codes. The parity check matrix of the IRA code H consists of two parts. One part is deterministic, and the other part is generated randomly. Therefore, the parity check matrix H is described by
where A M×K is the random structure of the regular LDPC code. We denote the codeword by c = (u 1 , · · · , u K , p 1 , · · · , p M ) where u k is the information bit for 1 ≤ k ≤ K and p m is the parity bit for 1 ≤ m ≤ M. Then, using this parity check matrix, the fast encoding can be carried out by
where h i, j is the (i, j)th element of parity check matrix H, 1 ≤ i ≤ M and 1 ≤ j ≤ N. Equations (24) and (25) show that the parity bits are determined from the information bits and the random part of parity check matrix without any need of computing the generator matrix.
In [43] IRA codes are optimized with DE for binaryinput symmetric channels in the large block-length limit. In [25] IRA codes are optimized with DE for three BP-based algorithms, UMP BP based, normalized BP-based, and offset BP-based algorithms, on fast Rayleigh fading channels. In [44] IRA codes are optimized with Extrinsic information transfer (EXIT) charts for OFDM systems with partial channel state information. In [45] IRA codes are optimized with DE and EXIT charts for MIMO systems with iterative receivers.
LDPC Codes for DVB-S2
DVB-S2 is the second-generation specification for satellite broadband applications, such as TV and sound broadcasting, internet access, and professional services like TV contribution links and digital satellite news gathering [46] , [47] .
The first-generation specification, DVB-S, uses QPSK modulation and concatenated convolutional and Reed-Solomon (RS) codes. DVB-S2 employs LDPC codes that can realize 35% throughput increase compared to DVB-S.
In broadcasting like DVB-S2, ARQ is not a practical solution. Thus, generally, error correcting codes with large code length are used. The LDPC codes standardized in DVB-S2 are tens of thousands bits long. The LDPC codes are standardized with considering both performance and encoding complexity. In general encoding complexity of LDPC codes is high. In DVB-S2 a submatrix of the parity check matrix is of the form,
where A is a submatrix corresponding to information and B is a staircase lower triangular submatrix corresponding to parity as same as that of the IRA code in Eq. (23) . Encoding procedure is also the same as that of the IRA codes, like Eqs. (24) and (25) . Calculating each parity bit recursively, we can obtain the whole codeword c. Owing to this construction, we can encode information bits using the parity check matrix directly, that is, without using the generator matrix. Also, since the submatrix A is sparse, encoding has linear complexity with respect to the block length N. Thus, it is easy to encode. In addition it facilitates description of the code, which is particularly good for broadcasting applications where long codes are used. It is reported in [47] that performance loss due to the above construction compared to general one is smaller than 0.1 dB and negligible for the use of DVB-S2.
The parity check matrix specified in DVB-S2 is designed to have a small storage and to be specified easily. Thus, the following restriction is imposed on the submatrix A. The connectivity of the information bit nodes and the check nodes is defined as follows. First initialize all the parity information bits (p 0 , p 1 , · · · , p N−K−1 ). Second accumulate the first information bit i 0 at the parity bit addresses p j specified in the DVB-S2 standard for each rate, p j = p j ⊕ i 0 . Third, for the next 359 information bits, i m , m = 1, 2, · · · , 359, accumulate i m at the parity bit addresses p j as follows.
where x denotes the address of the parity bit accumulator corresponding to the first bit i 0 , and q is a code rate dependent constant specified in the DVB-S2 standard for each rate. In a similar manner, for every group of 360 new information bits, the connectivity is defined.
In DVB-S2, to avoid error floors at low error rates, BCH codes are introduced as an outer codes, with the same block length as the LDPC code and an error correction capability of 8 to 12 bits, depending on the inner LDPC code.
The block length of concatenated code of outer BCH code and inner LDPC code is 64800 bits for applications not so critical for delays, 16200 bits otherwise. 10 different code rates and 4 different modulation schemes are available: (1/4, 1/3, 2/5, 1/2, 3/5, 2/3, 3/4, 4/5, 5/6, 8/9, 9/10) and QPSK, 8PSK, 16APSK and 32-APSK. Within a frame, FEC and modulation modes are constant but may change frame by frame. For 8PSK, 16APSK, and 32APSK modulation schemes, that is, other than QPSK modulation scheme, the output of the LDPC encoder shall be bit interleaved using a block interleaver. Data is serially written into the interleaver column-wise, and serially read-out row-wise. Degree distribution (represented by the number of nodes) of the LDPC codes are listed in Table 1 . In [47] , [48] the good DVB-S2 FEC performance in the AWGN channel is shown for various code rates and modulation schemes: Within 0.6-0.8 dB to Shannon limit.
IEEE 802.16e Standard LDPC Codes
The IEEE 802.16 standard specifies the air interface of fixed and mobile broadband wireless access (BWA) systems. The IEEE 802.16e is a standard for mobile access where orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) is adopted. In OFDMA the subcarriers are divided among the users to form sub channels. For each subchannel, the coding and modulation are adapted independently to optimize the use of spectrum resources and enhance the indoor coverage by assigning a robust scheme. Scalable OFDMA (SOFDMA) is an enhanced version of OFDMA that scales the number of subcarriers in a channel with possible values of 128, 512, 1024, and 2048. WiBro (Wireless Broadband) is a Korean standard based on SOFDMA. In the following we present a summary of the IEEEE 802.16e standard LDPC code in [49] . In the IEEE 802.16e standard LDPC codes are adopted to the OFDMA physical layer. The LDPC codes standardized in IEEE 802.16e is based on a set of one or more fundamental LDPC codes. Each fundamental code is a systematic linear block code. Using the methods described later, the fundamental codes can accommodate various code rates (1/2, 2/3A, 2/3B, 3/4A, 3/4B, and 5/6) and code lengths (from n = 576 to 2304). The matrix H is defined by the following m × n matrix: (27) where P i, j is one of a set of z × z permutation matrices or a z × z zero matrix. The matrix H is expanded from a binary base matrix H b of size m b × n b , where n = z · n b and m = z · m b , with an integer > 1. The base matrix is expanded by replacing each 1 in the base matrix with a z × z permutation matrix, and each 0 with a z × z zero matrix. The base matrix size n b is n b = 24. The permutations used are circular right shifts, and the set of permutation matrices contains the z × z identity matrix and circular right shifted version of the identity matrix. In the binary base matrix H b each 0 is replaced by a blank or negative value (e.g., by −1) to denote a z × z all-zero matrix and each 1 is replaced by a circular shift size p(i, j) ≥ 0 so that the model matrix H bm is generated. 
When expanding to H, each 1 in H b2 is assigned a shift size of 0 and is replaced by a z × z identity matrix. A base model matrix is defined for the largest code length n = 2304 of each code rate. For all other code lengths of the same code rate, the set of shifts {p(i, j)} in the base model matrix are used to determine the shift sizes. For code rates 1/2, 2/3, 3/4, and 5/6, the shift sizes {p( f, i, j)} for a code size corresponding to expansion factor z f are derived from {p(i, j)} as follows.
where x is a floor function that returns the largest integer less than or equal to x. For code rate 2/3A, the shift sizes {p( f, i, j)} for a code size corresponding to expansion factor z f are derived from {p(i, j)} as follows.
The IEEEE 802.16e standard LDPC code supports different block sizes for each code rate through the use of an expansion factor. Each base model matrix has n b = 24 columns, and the expansion factor is equal to n/24 for code length n.
LDPC Coded MIMO Systems
MIMO wireless systems offer high date rate transmission [50] , [51] . In a MIMO system, since the transmitter transmits different signals at the same time from each transmit antenna, these signals interfere with each other. This means that the MIMO receiver must detect each transmitted signal from among the signals received.
Iterative signal detection with error correcting can achieve a good performance in MIMO systems particularly with soft-decision decoding and soft-interference cancellation. Figure 6 shows the receiver of a MIMO system with iterative signal detection. In iterative signal detection schemes [52] , [53] signal detection (ex. Maximum Likelihood Detection (MLD), Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE), and so on) is performed in the first iteration. When decoding yields a valid codeword, both iterative signal detection and iterative decoding stop, and the valid codeword is output. On the other hand, if no valid codeword is obtained up to the maximum number of decoding iterations, iterative signal detection is then performed. In the second or later signal detection iteration, the decoder output is processed to realize signal detection.
In Iterative Interference Cancellation (IIC), the decoder output is used to make an interference replica. Iterative detection uses the decoder output as a priori information for signal detection. In the iterative MMSE Soft Interference Cancellation (SIC) [54] a posterior probability LLR is used to make a soft replica. Interference cancellation is performed by subtracting the soft replica from the received signal to suppress the interference. The resulting signal is then input to the detector module, the MMSE module in MMSE-SIC. The detected signal is decoded by the soft decision decoder again. Fig. 6 Receiver block diagram of a MIMO system with iterative signal detection.
As error correcting codes in iterative detection with error correction, a turbo code and an LDPC code together with BP algorithm are used because of excellent error rate performance with linear processing time. In [55] LDPC codes are employed in a space-time coded OFDM systems over correlated frequency-and time-selective fading channels where both regular and irregular LDPC codes are examined. In [56] LDPC codes are optimized for AWGN channels and MIMO channels by performing a curve fitting on EXIT charts. In [57] LDPC codes are employed in MIMO-OFDM systems with turbo iterative receiver that consists of a soft maximum a posteriori (MAP) demodulator and a BP LDPC decoder, and with linear MMSE-SIC (LMMSE-SIC) demodulator and a BP decoder. LDPC codes are optimized for the systems both in AWGN channels and in specific MIMO channels by approximating the LLR output of the detector as a mixture of symmetric Gaussian variables, and using the Gaussian-approximated density evolution developed in [58] . It is shown that the MIMO-OFDM system with optimized LDPC codes and the MAP-based optimum receiver can perform within 1 dB from the ergodic capacity of the MIMO-OFDM systems under consideration. It is also shown that the suboptimum LMMSE-SIC based receiver has a small performance loss compared to the MAPbased optimum receiver. Note that the soft MAP demodulator has a complexity of O(|Ω| N t ), while the LMMSE-SIC demodulator has a complexity of O(|Ω| 2 ) where Ω is a signal constellation and N t is the number of transmit antennas. The other interesting result shown in the paper is that the channel specific gain obtained by optimizing the code for the channel is not so large in the systems under the channel considered in the paper.
In [59] binary and nonbinary LDPC codes of quasiregular structure are employed in space-time wireless transmission. It is shown through simulation that when applied to multiple antenna systems with large diversity order, LDPC codes of quasi-regular construction can achieve higher coding gain than previously proposed space-time trellis codes, turbo codes, and convolutional codes in quasi-static fading channels. [59] also extends the work of [60] regarding threshold analysis of nonbinary codes (2 p -ary LDPC codes where p equals the number of encoded bits transmitted by the transmit antenna array during each signaling interval) by incorporating a channel adapter to force symmetry into the MIMO channels. The technique of how to track DE of nonbinary SP decoding under Gaussian approximation for static multiple-antenna channels is shown, and then the threshold analysis is applied to quasi-singular codes under quasi-static fading. It is also shown that on fast fading channels, 2 p -ary irregular LDPC codes, designed for static channels, have superior performance to nonbinary quasi-regular codes and binary irregular codes designed for fast fading channels.
As shown above, LDPC-MIMO systems together with BP algorithm can achieve excellent error rate performance with linear processing time. However, since BP algorithm with LDPC codes can not realize exact MAP decoding, decoding is not guaranteed to converge within a fixed num-ber of iterations. To achieve a reasonable degree of convergence, BP demands quite a few detection and decoding iterations. Increasing the number of iterations yields improved error rate performance but the improvements tend to saturate with iteration number. Unfortunately, in practical systems, the numbers of detection and decoding iterations are restricted to minimize latency, receiver size, and so on. In addition, BP needs several decoding iterations to propagate the LLR. Sequential BP can, at the cost of higher decoding latency, converge with a fewer decoding iterations than parallel BP [28] , [61] . Since one bit carries all the other bits' information, LLR propagation is faster with sequential updating than with parallel updating. In particular, sequential BP can achieve better BER performance than the parallel BP with small numbers of decoding iterations.
In [62] a convergence acceleration (CA) technique is proposed for MIMO systems with BP algorithm. The CA technique performs signal detection and decoding alternately, whereas the conventional approach is to perform signal detection and decoding for all coded bits simultaneously. Moreover, the CA technique divides the coded bits into several groups based on transmit time. While it performs decoding in the same fashion as the conventional approach, only one group is detected in each signal detection iteration. The CA technique performs iterative group-based signal detection with decoding. For the same number of detection iterations per symbol, the CA technique and the conventional approach yield the same detection complexity, but the former provides a larger number of detection iterations. At the same maximum numbers of detection iterations per symbol and decoding iterations, the former requires fewer decoding iterations than the latter. Thus, the CA technique offers higher signal detection and LLR update frequencies than the conventional approach. In addition, in BP, the improvement of some LLRs leads to the improvement of the decoder performance. Since the CA technique updates initial LLRs more frequently than the conventional approach, at the same maximum numbers of detection iterations and decoding iterations, the CA technique improves the BP performance more than the conventional approach. Figure 7 shows the BER of the conventional and CA iterative signal detection techniques for 4 × 4 MIMO system using MMSE-SIC where the irregular LDPC code with the code length 8000 and the code rate 0.5, and QPSK modulation are used. Figure 8 shows the average number of detections per coded bit and decoding iterations of the conventional and CA iterative signal detection techniques for the same system. All simulations assume that channel estimation is perfect and that the channel gain varies independently symbol by symbol. "Conv." represents the BER of the conventional iterative signal detection technique. In Fig. 7 the maximum number of detections per coded bit D max is set to 5 for the CA technique and 5, 10, and 100 for the conventional technique. The maximum number of decoding iterations B max is set to 20. For the CA technique, G is set to 1, 2, 4 and 10. Note that G = 1 is equivalent to the conventional iterative signal detection. It can be seen that for the same D max value, D max = 5, the CA technique offers better BER than the conventional approach. Since the CA technique updates the initial LLRs more frequently than the conventional approach, the CA technique offers better decoding performance than the conventional approach. The BER of the CA technique is improved with increasing the number of groups. As the number of groups increases, the initial LLR is updated more frequently. In addition, at a low number of decoding iterations, even if the soft replica is wrong, the effect of error propagation is likely to be small, since the LLR of each bit is likely to be small. It can also be seen that the BER of the CA technique with G = 4 and 10 match that of the conventional approach with D max = 10. Note that the conventional approach with D max = 10 needs 5 more detections per coded bit and 100 more decoding iterations than the CA technique with G = 4 and 10. In addition, the conventional approach with D max = 100 achieves better BER than the CA technique with G = 4 and 10. However, the conventional approach with D max = 100 uses 95 more detections per coded bit and 1900 more decoding iterations than the CA technique. Moreover, it can be seen that the BER is improved with increasing the number of detection and decoding iterations. Figure 8 confirms that the CA technique needs fewer (average) detections per coded bit and decoding iterations than the conventional approach. Since LDPC codes can realize error detection, the average numbers of detections per coded bit and decoding iterations fall as the decoder performance is improved. Since the CA technique can achieve better BER than the conventional approach even though it uses fewer (average) detection and decoding iterations with G = 4 and 10, the CA technique converges faster than the conventional approach.
Hybrid ARQ Using LDPC Codes
For error control, there are two kinds of well-known techniques: FEC and ARQ. When the feedback channel is available, ARQ is a good technique. The technique combining FEC and ARQ is referred to as Hybrid ARQ (HARQ) and is known to increase the throughput. There are three types of HARQ schemes. The first one is Type I HARQ where cyclic redundancy check (CRC) is appended to data and is encoded. The second one is Type II HARQ. Type II HARQ is an incremental redundancy (IR) ARQ scheme that transmits different coded bits in different transmissions. Type III HARQ is also an IR ARQ scheme. The difference between type II and III is that in type III the redundancy information is self-decodable.
There are many kinds of codes combined with HARQ. LDPC codes have also been applied to HARQ. In [63] IR HARQ schemes based on LDPC codes are proposed where LDPC codes are constructed based on the multiedge construction [64] ; it deterministically arranges the edges adjacent to degree-2 bit nodes into a big cycle involving only degree-2 bit nodes. In [65] type-I HARQ based on LDPC codes is considered where a two-dimensional type-I cyclic (0, s)th order Euclidean Geometry LDPC code (EG-LDPC) is employed for error correction. In [66] HARQ scheme using LDPC codes are considered for satellite communication where protograph based LDPC codes and Go-back-N protocols are used.
To realize type II HARQ, rate-compatible (RC) codes can offer an efficient framework, because they can easily realize IR transmission by using only simple encoder and decoder: In response to negative acknowledgment (NACK) from the receiver, incremental parity bits of the next lower late code are transmitted. Several RC codes are designed based on convolutional codes and block codes. RC punctured turbo (RCPT) codes [67] - [69] and RC-LDPC codes [67] were also introduced. It is shown in [67] that punc-turing alone cannot provide a sequence of well-performing LDPC codes with a wide range of rates. The problem can be found at higher rates where the large percentage of punctured bits (erasures) paralyzes the iterative soft-decision decoder. To solve this problem, RC-LDPC codes based on both puncturing and extending are proposed [67] , [70] , [71] . In [70] RC-LDPC codes are constructed based on progressive edge growth (PEG) construction [72] . The PEG method is a general non-algebraic method for constructing the Tanner graph with a large average cycle length. In constructing a graph with a given variable node degree distribution, the PEG method starts with the edge-selection procedure so that the placement of a new edge on the graph has the smallest impact on the cycle length of the graph. [71] points out the problem of RC-LDPC code based on the PEG method. That is, in the RC-LDPC code based on the PEG method, most of the large local cycles are not necessarily connected to the column elements with the lower weights. In applying puncturing, it is necessary to puncture the column elements with the lower weights that are combined with the large local cycles to avoid the performance loss. However, the column elements with the lower weights in the parity check matrix based on the PEG method consist of both large and short local cycles uniformly. Thus, it is difficult to avoid the performance degradation owing to puncturing in the RC-LDPC codes based on the PEG method. To overcome the above issue, [71] proposes a construction method using the progressively increased column weights (PICW) order to reduce the performance loss due to puncturing, where most of the lower weight column weights are combined with the large local cycles.
Recently, the other type of ARQ referred to as Reliability-Based Hybrid ARQ (RB-HARQ) scheme is attracting much attention. The RB-HARQ scheme uses error correcting codes with soft-input soft-output (SISO) decoder, where the receiver decides the retransmission bits based on the LLRs of the bits. The RB-ARQ schemes using convolutional codes and turbo codes have been proposed [73] - [75] . The RB-HARQ scheme using turbo code is shown to offer throughput close to capacity. However, in the RB-HARQ scheme the receiver must feed back the indices of unreliable bits to the transmitter. Therefore, the number of feedback bits can potentially be quite large. For instance, if the code length is approximately 1000 bits, each bit position can be represented by a 10-bit index. If 100 bits are to be retransmitted, the number of feedback bits will be 1000 bits if no source coding is applied. In [74] the RB-HARQ scheme that exploits the time-correlation properties of convolutional codes to reduce the number of feedback bits was proposed. In [75] a source coding is applied for the feedback bits of RB-HARQ scheme. In [76] the RB-HARQ scheme using LDPC codes was proposed. [76] also proposes the RB-HARQ scheme that reduces the number of feedback bits by utilizing the code structure of LDPC codes where the feedback bits are specified by the retransmission bits by each row that contains the unreliable bit. It is shown in [76] that the RB-HARQ scheme has high throughput with reduced amount of feedback.
Conclusions
We present the basics of LDPC codes and their decoding algorithms. We also present some LDPC codes having good performance and receiving much attention particularly in communication systems. We also overview two standardized LDPC codes, the LDPC codes standardized in DVB-S2 and the IEEE802.16e standard LDPC codes. Moreover, we present some researches on LDPC coded MIMO systems and HARQ using LDPC codes. As written above, the performance of LDPC codes largely depend on the code structure and decoding algorithms. It also depends on its channel, code rate, code length, and so on. In addition there are some constraints particularly in wireless communications and broadcasting, such as memory size, hardware, latency, and so on. Therefore, we have to carefully discuss the performance of LDPC codes.
In communication systems communication channels may often be time-varying and with memory, that is, with intersymbol interference (ISI). Some papers consider the design of LDPC code together with channel estimation. There are some papers considering code design and/or decoding algorithm over the ISI channels as well. The performance of communication systems, such as throughput depends on not only physical layer but also other layers. Therefore, the cross-layer design with considering practical constraints and the channel can improve the performance of LDPC coded communication and broadcasting systems.
Recently, cooperative communication is one of the hottest topics in communications. LDPC codes and BP algorithm are also based on the cooperation among bit nodes through the constraint, that is, the code. Cooperation is a key concept for communications and their elemental technologies, such as error correction coding and decoding.
